Abstract-Collaborative filtering relies on numerical ratings for recommendations. While users consider various aspects of content as a basis of their evaluation, a numeric rating provides only an aggregated report of final assessment. The performance of a collaborative recommender system could be enhanced if the ratings are augmented by more specific information used for evaluation. In this paper, we present MovieCommenter, a recommender system that utilizes movie aspects -key features and users' opinions about the movie. We conducted a series of experiments to perform both qualitative and quantitative evauations of the system performance. The results show that our approach makes more precise recommendations than traditional approaches. Moreover, the interface of MovieCommenter was found to enhance the recommendation explanability, ability to explain how the recommendation was made. Because our approach is based on independent schema, this approach could be easily applied for recommending other domain contents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entertainment contents are abundant and rapidly growing. Every day an enormous number of entertainment contents such as movies, books, and music, compete for potential customers' attention. Selecting satisfactory contents out of such huge collections, especially within a limited time, becomes harder and harder for customers as the range of choices continuously expands. People commonly seek external help by searching expert reviews or consumer opinions available from online portals or personal blogs. These resources provide useful information for movie selection but users still have to deal with digesting a large quantity of diverse information, with the risk of spoiling the actual enjoyment of the contents by fmding unnecessary details in advance.
Collaborative recommender systems try to predict the utility of contents for a particular user based on the contents rated by other users, who are considered similar to the current user [1] . Most of these collaborative filtering systems utilize numerical ratings. The advantage of these systems using ratings is that data can be easily analyzed and summ arized by mathematical methods.
However, numerical ratings do not retain the underlying information used for the evaluation. A rating is a numerical summary of user evaluation. While a user considers many elements and features of content as a basis of his or her evaluation, a numeric rating provides only an aggregated report of fmal assessment. The performance of a collaborative recommender system could be enhanced if the ratings are augmented by more specific information used for evaluation. In this study, we examine this possibility by extracting key features and user opinions from user comments and combining ratings with the extracted information.
More specifically, our approach utilizes user comments to extract movie aspects -defined as key features and user opinions about the movie. Because the length of a comment is usually limited to a small number of characters (80� 150), most words in a comment tend to be strongly related to the key aspects of movie. Thus, by analyzing comments, important movie aspects can be readily captured. Further, in order to better utilize movie aspects, we also measure the strength of sentiment associated with the particular movie aspects. The sentiment assessment is made by utilizing numerical ratings. A rating, which is entered with a comment by the same user, reflects sentiment strength [7] . Without relying on complex natural language processing techniques, our approach captures the strength of sentiment. In addition, our approach can be easily adopted in various languages and domains, without being constrained by the unique characteristics and requirements of them.
MovieCommenter is a movie recommender system built to (1) provide accurate recommendations (quantitative results) by utilizing key movie aspects and (2) offer an interface that visualizes the key aspects (qualitative results) so that potential viewers could make more effective decisions. The experiments we conducted demonstrate that the system makes more precise recommendations than those made by traditional approaches. Moreover, the interface was found effective in enhancing the recommender system explanability, ability to explain how the recommendation was made.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 briefly reviews the state of the art in the recommender system field. Section 3 introduces the design requirements of our recommender system. Section 4 describes the implementation issues for our system. We then present the performance evaluation of the system including experimental results in Section 5. Finally, we finish our paper with conclusion in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
A considerable amount of effort has been made to improve recommendation techniques for diverse contents including news [4] [10] , books [12] [17] , and movies [5] [8] [14] [15] [20] . These studies utilize various resources in making recommendations. However, comments have received relatively less attention in the recommendation research area. Several studies are using comments for making recommendations yet most of them have simply treated comments as an extension or attribute of a targeted item without paying attention to properties and contents of comments [17] .
A few studies tried to understand user comments and use their characteristics for recommendation. These approaches use words in comments that express how users felt about the movie to infer a rating about a targeted item [7] or ratings about predefmed criteria [11] . Therefore, these approaches require a manual effort and time devoted to deduce and annotate sentiment. Our approach reduces this time consuming effort by utilizing users' ratings and comments together. Instead of analyzing strength of sentiment through complex natural language processing, we use the rating that has been inputted by the same user. Moreover, our approach does not require any predefined criteria because key movie aspects are dynamically created based the movie, enabling it to be easily adopted in various domains.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of recommendation approaches: collaborative filtering and content-based filtering [1] . Collaborative filtering recommends contents that are preferred by the users sharing similar tastes [1] [10] [12] [15] . Most systems using this approach produce recommendations based on users' numerical ratings. They focus only on rating results and do not consider the reason why a user rated a particular movie this way. To improve the current practice, we utilize key terms in comments so that we can reflect the underlying reasons of user ratings. Comments contain useful contextual information in a user rating and this knowledge leads to more sophisticated personalization.
Content-based filtering makes recommendations based on the similarity between a target content and others that have been preferred by the user in past [1] [5] [17] . Content-based filtering research usually uses objective elements such as actor, director, genre and synopsis. Thus, it is difficult to predict how such a wide set of elements will exactly affect individual users. We use the aspects extracted from users' subjective comments, so that the features of movie can be better captured.
Adomavicius and Kwon proposed new recommendation techniques based on multi-criteria ratings [2] . Users' multi-criteria ratings give useful information to make recommendations. Yahoo Movie, for example, offers four criteria for rating: director, actor, music, and visual. By utilizing these criteria, main features of movie and users' preferences can be better understood. However, in this approach, the multi-criteria are predefined. A small number of criteria would be insufficient to indicate important features of the content, while many criteria would put heavy burden on the users. Our 363 approach builds multi-criteria dynamically from user comments.
On the other hand, it has been recognized that explanations on why the recommendation is given improve the performance of a recommender system [9] . FilmTrust uses web-based social network to increase explanability [8] . Tagsplanation tries to explain recommendations based on tags [22] . In this paper, we increase the explanability of our system through the key aspects extracted from user comments. Even though more sophisticated text processing techniques are required, comments have more advantages in explaining recommendations because they contain users' detailed sentimental opinions more than tags or social network connections.
Outside of recommender systems, studies have explored the potential of comments in different ways. Several studies have used comments as an indicator of popularity of news [21] and blog posts [24] . Recent studies examined how useful comments could be identified [3] [6]. Park et al. utilized comments to identify political orientation of news articles [19] . In this study, comments clearly represent users' political preferences. Such clarity of users' preference shown in their comments could improve building user profiles in recommender system. Lu et al. [13] suggest the method to extract main aspects from short comments in eBay through clustering. This work is similar to ours because we also extract important aspects from comments. However, our method considers users' preferences and generates a recommendation through personalization.
In the research of opinion mining, studies have been made on finding good or bad aspects of a product from users' reviews [18] . However, these studies do not focus on giving recommendations. In addition, they utilize the reviews without considering users' preferences. Even though some of these studies consider the writer's expertise about the product, the preference of the writer could be more important in the domain of cultural contents such as movie or book.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMENTS
It is necessary to understand the characteristics of comments to develop effective recommendations. User comments have become widely available on the Web as they can help other users' buying decisions. We quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed user comments to figure out how comments could be used for a more effective recommendation. Our analysis of comments was guided by the two possibilities explained below.
First, we analyzed comments to check whether the textual information in comments was informative and useful. Meaningful comments might be effectively utilized to improve users' understanding on items, compared with other explanatory texts such as title, genre, director, actor and synopsis.
Second, we examined how often each user left a comment on a specific movie. If a sizable number of comments were left on movies by a user, it could cover a large proportion of movies and be used to make better recommendations for the particular user.
A. Data set
We used data from Naver Movie (http://movie.naver.com). Naver Movie is one of the most popular movie portal sites in Korea. We collected data from the past 5 years (Jan. 2005 � May. 20lO). The data includes the descriptions (title, genre, credit, and synopsis) and users' evaluations about movies. In Naver Movie, users can express their evaluations about a movie by entering a numerical rating (1 to 10) and a short comment (up to 40 Korean characters or 80 English characters) to explain the rationale of the rating. One user can give only one evaluation for each movie and their comments can be identified by Naver ID. Our collected data contains 2,269 movies and 2,189,989 evaluations by 883,583 users in total. Among the 2,269 movies, 1,728 movies are evaluated by at least one user.
B. Potential in Comments Usefulness of Textual Information in Comment
The qualitative usefulness of textual infonnation in comments is an important factor for recommendation. We checked whether comments contained more useful movie aspects (helping users' selection) than other text in movie descriptions such as title and synopsis by implemented a user study that involved five participants. The participants were graduate students in a research university in Korea. They were regular movie watchers, often choosing movies based on others' comments, but were not aware of the purpose of this study. First, we removed all the words except nouns, adjectives, and verbs in user comments and movie descriptions, then weighted the words by the term frequency (TF) in each set. Finally, we selected 150 most frequently appeared terms in comments and 150 most frequently appeared terms in movie descriptions. We gave the selected frequent terms to the participants in a random order and ask them to determine if each term is a useful movie aspect. In order to make the feedback as consistent as possible, we provide an evaluation guideline: a term is regarded as a useful movie aspect when it affects the user's decision on movie selection such as impressive features of movie or users' feelings. Table I shows the study results. Most useful aspects came from the comments even though there were individual differences. On average, 75.25% useful terms chosen by a participant were located in comments, and all the participants chose more comment terms than description terms as useful movie aspects, without exception. The findings confirm that utilizing comments can be effective in capturing the essential aspects of movies.
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Activeness of Commenting Behaviors
Nowadays, most movie websites provide user-friendly interfaces for users to leave comments on movies. Furthennore, the growth of social network services and mobile networks facilitates people's expression about their opinions and feelings with short texts. As a result, a very large number of comments are available online now, which could be utilized for broad advanced applications, such as recommender systems.
Our analysis found that both the users' participation in commenting movies and the amount of comments given by users were steadily increasing. A total number of 281,078 users left comments in 2009, while 89,433 users did so in 2005. In addition, the number of comments was also on increasing trend. The number of comments in 2009 has tripled from the number of comments in 2005.
In addition to the number of comments, users' commenting speed is also accelerating. It does not take long for a particular new movie to collect enough comments to launch recommender systems. Based on the comment amount, we define movies into several categories: ordinary movies that have 2000�3000 comments and popular movies that have more than 5000 comments. For each category, we estimated how long it will take to get 1,000 comments per movie. It takes about 10 days for an ordinary movie to get 1,000 comments (See Fig. 1 ). For popular movies, the time gets shorter: they only need three days to reach 1,000 comments. In most recommendation application areas, where speed is crucial because of the marking and business reasons, such a short accumulation period enables a prompt recommender system launch without any serious delay. 
..... . 
Design Challenges
We have found that comments are growing every year and most of them are useful for content understanding. Such characteristic of comments could give many advantages to improve the performance of recommender systems. However, there are still challenges to effectively utilize comments for recommendation.
The first challenge comes from the well-known infonnation overloading problem. Comments are useful in understanding the contents. However, if the amount is too large, it will become an annoying burden for people to digest all the information.
Besides, a large part of uninfonnative comments may mingle in the data collection. To alleviate the information overloading problem, we develop a method to extract key aspects of each movie from comments. Through the organized views of these aspects, users can easily understand other users' feedback without reading the whole comments thoroughly.
Second, users' different preferences have to be considered. Usually different opinions exist on a same movie. A user can agree or disagree with each other according to his/her preference. However, it is hard to know which opinion is agreeable for the user before he or she watches the movie. The author of the opinion is another important indicator to fmd agreeable comments. If we know other users with similar movie tastes, their comments should be more seriously treated. Because there are too many users and comments, it is practically impossible to manually identify other similar users. In our paper, we propose a method to automatically measure the similarity between users' preferences by analyzing and comparing users' rating histories.
Finally, an effective visualization is required to deliver recommendation and help users browse comments intuitively. The interface of our recommender system strongly supports the explanability so that the reason why the system recommends this particular movie to the user becomes clear. With this enhanced justification, the system should be able to provide highly trustable recommendations to users.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we describe the MovieCommenter system, which is designed to resolve the aforementioned challenges. A recommendation by MovieCommenter is based on movie aspects. The movie aspects consist of (1) users' feelings about the movie, such as "exciting" or "disappointed", and (2) impressive features of the movie, such as "computer graphic", "actors", or "story". The movie aspects are extracted from comments and ratings are used to identify the sentiments associated with the aspects. Also, users' different preferences and relationships between them are considered in aspect extraction so as to achieve precise recommendations through better personalization.
MovieCommenter utilizes movie aspects to make accurate recommendations and presents them through an infonnative, visualized user interface. The detailed textual information in the aspects can lead to greater sophistication in the recommendations in comparison to the recommendations of other approaches based only on numerical ratings. For example, it is easier to understand "many viewers said "CG effect is really amazing, but story is pretty boring" than "it received a low rating". Further, visualizing the aspects can help users better understand recommendations.
A. System Architecture
MovieCommenter consists of five main parts: evaluation collection, aspect extraction, key aspect identification, classification, and visualization. First, in the evaluation collection part, user's evaluation of a movie is stored in the 365 database. Next, the aspect extraction part is responsible for extracting movie aspects from user comments through text analysis. Then, key aspect identification part measures two weights to determine important movie aspects and summ arize the sentiment about each key aspect. It counts the appearance of each aspect in different comments (Weight!: Importance) and analyzes whether users' overall sentiment about the aspect is positive or negative (Weight2: Sentiment). Further, in the classification part, the recommendation is detennined based on the user's preference and aspects of movie. Finally, the visualization part presents the recommendation and aspects of a movie through a visualized interface.
B. Aspect Extraction
The Aspect Extraction part is responsible for extracting aspects in each comment and analyzing a users' sentiment about the aspects. First, informative terms that represent users' feelings or features of each movie were extracted as aspects. Next, a users' sentiment about the aspects was identified based on a numerical rating inputted by the user with the comment containing the aspects.
When terms are extracted from comments, the terms have no connection to the original context. The objective terms that contain no particular sentiment like "actor", "director", or "story", would not provide much information to other users. It is difficult to know the commenter's intention of using these tenns. For example, the term "actor" does not reveal whether hislher acting was considered good or bad in the movie. Also, with only the terms extracted from a comment, it is difficult to know the strength of sentiment. Commenters could have various strength of feeling when the terms were originally used. To measure the strength of sentiment about an aspect, some researchers applied complex natural language processing techniques. However, the process is cumbersome and highly language-dependent.
We utilize user comments to identify movie aspects and user rating to detennine the strength of sentiment about the aspect. Our heuristic method is simple yet effective. It is based on the idea that a user' rating and comment for the same content are strongly related. If the rating given with the comment containing a word "actor" is 9 out of 10, we deduce that "actor" is a positive aspect in the movie.
Aspect Term Extraction
To extract aspect tenns from comments, we first remove uninformative words. All the words except nouns, adjectives, and verbs are removed through morphological analysis [25] . Some frequently-appeared terms in the domain of movie with less specific meaning like "movie" or "point" are also dropped. In addition, it is necessary to deal with synonyms with identical or very similar meanings. The tenns having the similar meanings are grouped together, for example, "Computer Graphic" and "Graphic" are replaced with "CG".
Sentiment Analysis about Aspect
It is possible that a user expresses different sentiments in the same comment. Thus, directly linking a user's rating and all the aspect in his or her comment could be wrong. For example, in the comment "The scenes are beautiful, but the story is boring", "scenes" and "story" are two different tones. The user, who left this comment, probably gave an overall point between 5� 7 considering both positive and negative aspects. Assigning the same rating to "scenes" and "story" is not reasonable. As the sentiment of aspects, "scenes" has to gets a value higher than "story".
We propose a method to deal with comments having multiple tones. The transition words such as "however", "but", or "through" are the key words that signify the existence of multiple tones. The transition words with the meaning of contrast frequently appear in comments with multiple tones, and separate aspects having different tones in a comment. ( 
where ru , m represents the original rating giving by user u, the parameters a and fJ are differently determined as tones of aspects in the comment.
If the comment does not contain any transition word, the original rating is assigned to all the terms in this comment. Therefore, a and fJ are set to 1 and 0 respectively. On the other hand, in case of comment containing at least one transition word, a comment is divided into multiple segments based on the transition words. The tones of each segment are then identified. We predefined a positive term set and a negative term set. If most terms within a segment are in the specific set, all the terms within the segment are identified as having the tone of the set. Finally, a and fJ are determined according to the overall tone of the set. The fust parameter a is set to 0.5 regardless of the tone. And the second parameter fJ is set to 0 if the tone of the term is negative and 5 otherwise.
C. Key Aspect Identification
In the key aspect identification part, the key movie aspects are distinguished and sentiments about the aspects are summarized. For doing these processes, the quantitative and qualitative weights, Importance and Sentiment, are used.
The fust weight, Importance, indicates how popular each aspect is by calculating the number of users who mentioned the same aspect in their comments, This weight is used to determine key aspects for a movie. We only select those aspects with higher Importance weights to represent the movie and make a recommendation. This Importance weight only provides the quantitative meaning of comments without showing any positively or negatively aspects.
The second weight, Sentiment, represents how the aspect is rated by others. It is the average of ratings given by the users 366 who mentioned the aspect. If the value is high, it means that the aspect is a positive element in a movie.
The above weights are personalized by User Similarity, which indicates the distance between two users' preferences. The evaluations by users who have similar tastes on movies are considered more important. User Similarity is calculated by comparing users' historic rating records. As they give more similar ratings for the same movies, the higher their User Similarity is. To calculate User Similarity, we use Cosine Similarity, a measure widely used in collaborative filtering [1] . The range of the value is from 0 to l. As the value is closer to 1, two users have more similar preferences.
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The Importance is calculated by summing the similarities of users who used the term in their comments, The following equation indicates the Importance of a term t in comments on a movie m for a user u. In the equation, N m , 1 represents a set of the users who used term t in a comment on a movie m.
Another weight, Sentiment is the average of rating weighted by the user similarity. The Sentiment of term t used by user u for movie m is calculated as:
.
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Finally, a movie is represented as a vector consisting of the key aspects based on their weights. The movie vector contains the top 20 aspects with the highest Importance weight, and each aspect has Sentiment weight as its value. These movie vectors are differently constructed for each user in order to personalize recommendation.
D. Classification
The classifier models are constructed for determining the class c of a movie as Recommendable or Unrecommendable. These models are built for each user based on their own rating and commenting history. We tested two different algorithms for classification: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and NaIve Bayesian (NB).
We trained a set of movie vectors, which were rated by a user and labeled as Recommendable or Unrecommendable. If a user's rating on a movie is more than or equal to a threshold, the related vectors will be labeled as Recommendable, and others are labeled as Unrecommendable. To determine the threshold, we invited 30 people to give the minimum rating for satisfactory movies on a lO-point scale. Most of them answered seven points (mean: 7.15, standard-deviation: 0.69). Based on this user survey, we set the threshold to determine Recommendable and Unrecommendable as 7.
Support Vector Machine Classifier
Support Vector Machine is a supervised method. For training, the movie vectors with labels (Recommendable and Unrecommendable) are inputted to the classifier for each user. The Sentiment value of each aspect is used as the weight of feature in SVM Classifier. Then, the classifier tries to fmd an optimal hyper-plane separating the classes of the movie vectors.
We used the implementation of the SVM multiclass [26] . We selected the linear kernel, which is recommended when the number of features is large, and searched for a good regularization parameter through cross validation.
Naive Bayesian Classifier
This method adopts the language modeling approach [23] . First, it constructs a probabilistic model based on the training set. The model then analyzes how words are likely to appear in each class. The probability that aspect a would appear in a class c; is calculated as:
where if( a, c,) indicates the frequency of aspect a in the training set for class c, while Ic;1 is the total number of terms in the training set for class c;.
Based on the probability model, the classifier detennines the class of each movie by choosing the class that makes the highest probability value. The probability that a movie vector mk belongs to c; is the product of the probability P(alcJ of its words. Sometimes, an aspect in the target movie to determine recommendation does not appear in the training set for any class. In this case, even though all the other aspects in the movie are more likely to appear in the class, the total probability is always zero. To deal with the problem, we assigned a non-zero probability following the Laplace smoothing technique [16] .
In the suggested method, the classifier can discriminate the aspects with the same term, but in different tone. For example, an aspect "actor" may have different tones according to movie. If the classifier counts "actor" without distinction of its sentiment, the movie is wrongly understood. Our method converts a term "actor" to "actor (Pos.)" if the sentiment weight is higher than or equal to 7, and vice versa for "actor (Neg.)". Therefore, they have their own probabilities.
E. Visualization
Finally, the recommendation and aspects about each movie are delivered to users in the visualization part. We developed the user interface of MovieCommenter in order to enhance the explanability of recommendation.
The explanability, an ability to give the reasons why a movie 367 is recommended, positively affects the perfonnance of a recommender system. As the explanability of the system increases, people show more trust in the recommendation. In addition, in case that the system provides incorrect recommendation, users are given a new chance to reconsider based on the explanation. Generally, to generate the explanation, the distribution of numerical ratings or similarity with users who rated the movie is shown. These approaches enable users to have a quick and intuitive understanding of the recommendation because it is represented as numbers. However, they do not provide direct information about the key features of a movie. Our system additionally provides textual information to help people better understand the principles that govern the recommendation of the movies. In our interface, the aspects are sorted and displayed according to their weights (importance and Sentiment). Showing the key aspects explains not only the reason why the movie is recommended but also the main features of the movie and other viewers' feelings. Fig. 2 shows the main interface of MovieCommenter. By clicking a movie, the recommendation about the movie along multiple perspectives is presented to users. At the top of the interface, the basic description is shown. The recommendation message is located in the middle of the screen. The color of the mark is changed to bright yellow if the movie is strongly recommended.
Key aspects are displayed at the interface bottom. To effectively deliver these aspects, we present two weights of each aspect by two dimensions: size and color.
The size of a term is determined by Importance. The aspect takes up greater space in the screen if the aspect is mentioned by many users. Their user similarities with the target user further affects the size of the aspect.
The background color of a term reflects Sentiment. The color is closer to bright yellow if the aspect is positive. Otherwise, it is dark grey. Also, all the positive aspects are located in the right side.
The number of aspects affects users' understanding. If too many terms are shown concurrently, it will be burden for users to digest all of them. We tried to find the ideal number of aspects through experiments. Based on the experiments with 30 participants, we found that the most appropriated number is 1O� 15. When we set the number as 5, the participants are dissatisfied because of the lack of information. However, if there are too many terms, e.g., 20 terms, users complain that they are distracted and the screen is crowded.
If a user clicks one of the aspects, original comments from which the aspect is fonned are presented in the fonn of list (See Fig. 3 ). The combination of the structured form and list, facilities the browsing of the comments and gives an opportunity for a thorough understanding.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we discuss the performance of our system in terms of both system and users. First, we studied whether the extracted terms accurately represent the aspects of a movie. Second, we performed an accuracy test on recommendation results. For both tests, 2,756 users who evaluated at least 5 movies in 2010 were sampled from Naver Movie. We collected 132,962 ratings, entered by all the sampled users within the last 5 years. Finally, the effectiveness of the interface was examined through user studies.
A. Aspect Extraction
First, we evaluated whether the terms extracted from user comments could represent the aspects of a movie effectively. Because the recommendation in our system is determined based on a set of aspects, extracting representative aspects is the first step and the most important task.
To determine the relevance of the extracted aspects, we recruited five people, who were college students at the same university in Korea.
First, according to our method, we prepared total 200 terms about 5 movies (40 tenns for one movie) as key aspects about each movie. To do that, we used the sampled data from Naver 368 Movie (user comments and rating data about the 5 movies) and additionally collected participants' ratings about 10 arbitrary movies in order to calculate User Similarity, which is required to calculate two weights, Importance and Sentiment. These aspects are given to the participants in a random order. For comparison, we prepared the top 40 terms for each movie based on TF-IDF weights and gave the terms to the participants in the same way. We then asked participants to check each term and to detennine which movie aspects the term represents. A term is associated with an aspect if it contains sentimental information (e.g., "boring" and "exciting") or main features of a movie (e.g., "actor", "scene" and "CG").
Next, we calculated the precision for each participant while varying the total number of terms from 5 to 40, according to the rank of Importance and TF-IDF. We define precision about aspect extraction as: Fig. 4 shows the average precISIon of 5 partIcIpants. Importance is more effective in representing key aspects of movie rather than TF-IDF. On the high ranking terms, the extraction by Importance records considerably high precision (rank 5: 0.98, rank 10: 0.96), while the extraction by TF-IDF also shows good performance (rank 5: 0.93, rank 10: 0.88). As the ranking of tenns gets lower, however, the gap between the performances of two methods becomes wider. On the total 40 terms, the precision of the extraction by Importance is near 15% higher than the extraction by TF-IDF. 
B. Accuracy of Recommendation
To evaluate the accuracy of recommendation suggested by our methods, we constructed the classifier models for the 2,756 sampled users. For each user, we sorted the evaluations (ratings and comments) by time and used the top 50% to construct the classifier model, namely training data. Other remaining 50% ratings were reserved for model validation. We compared our methods with other methods generally used in the recommendation area.
Algorithms to Be Compared
We compare our method with two traditional methods. The fIrst one is the collaborative jiltering (CF) approach. This approach estimates a user's rating about a movie based on the average of numerical ratings weighted by User Similarity. We used Cosine similarity to calculate User Similarity.
We also compared our approach with content-basedjiltering (CBF) approach. We tested CBF with two different input data: movie descriptions and user comments.
We weighted terms by TF-IDF and made a vector for each movie. Then, we labeled each vector as Recommendable if a user's rating for the movie is more than or equal to 7 and Unrecommendable otherwise. Similar to our method, the classifIer model is constructed for each user. We adopted Support Vector Machine (SVM) and NaiVe Bayesian (NB) classifIcation methods to set up the classifIer models.
Accuracy Measures
First, we calculated the classifIcation accuracy of each method. The accuracy for a user is defIned as the number of correctly classifIed movies divided by the total number of movies in the test set. We also measured precision, recall and F-measure which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall about the Recommendable class. Results Table III shows the accuracy of each method. The results show clearly that our approach makes the most accurate recommendation compared to others. All our proposed methods achieve more than 75% accuracy, while the accuracies of other methods stay lower than or equal to 70%. The CBF methods utilizing comments make better recommendation than the CBF method using description does. However, our method utilizing comments and ratings makes better recommendation than the CBF method using only comments. The CF method achieves the best precision among all the compared methods, but its accuracy is still lower than those of our methods.
Besides the classifIcation accuracy, our two methods show the highest F-measure values, and the CBF methods using comments make recommendation better than other CBF methods that only use the movie description text. Especially, our methods show the ability to cover all movies that users should watch. They have high recall values, which are higher than 0.85. The CF method shows precision slightly better than our methods, however, its recall is much lower. Next, we analyzed the results with recommendation ranking. Even though we classify movies into two classes, e.g., Recommendable and Unrecommendable classes, the recommendation results can be ranked. We ranked the results of each method separately. The recommendations by the CF method are ranked by how many users are involved and how largely they have similar tastes. For methods using SVM classifIer (MC-SVM and CBF-SVM), we used the discriminant value to rank the recommendations. The SVM classifIer generates the discriminant value for each class, and chooses the class with the highest value. Lastly, we used the posterior probability to rank the recommendations based on the NB classifIer (MC-NB and CBF-NB). We measured the accuracy of recommendation, by varying the ranking from top 10% to top 100%. 5 shows the comparison results. Along each ranking section, our suggested methods show the signifIcant accuracy improvement when compared with other methods. In addition, our methods have a stable accuracy with small gaps between the higher ranks and the lower ranks. Our methods only drop 8% from the top 10% to 100% rank, while the other methods drop more than 11�13%.
Finally, we investigated into whether our method can make effective recommendations for those movies that are hard to decide (that is, viewers' opinions are controversial). If most people's opinions about a movie are similar, e.g., positive or negative, we could easily make the recommendation. However, it is a challenging task to make the decision if a movie attracts the evenly matched feedback from both sides: positive and negative. In this case, the role of the recommender system is more important. We grouped the movies in the test set into four sub-sets according to the proportion of the positive ratings (ratings >= 7) to the negative ratings and measured the average accuracy for movies in each set. The accuracy for a movie is defined as the number of correctly classified cases divided by the total number of the evaluation about a movie. Fig. 6 shows the results of the test data. For a better presentation, we selected one best method from each approach: the Collaborative Filtering, the Content-based Filtering (Text source: comment, Classifier: SVM), and MovieCommenter (Classifier: NaIve Bayesian) Every method makes good recommendations on the movies that the proportion of the positive ratings is very low (0�25%) or very high (75� lOO%). However, for the movies having the similar number of positive and negative evaluations, the accuracy of every method is decreased. Especially, the accuracy of the CF method shows the biggest difference according to the proportion. The CF method achieves the highest accuracy on the movies that most people negatively evaluated, but shows the lowest accuracy on the movies that the proportion of the positive ratings is from 50� 75%. The reason should be that the CF method only uses numerical rating data. On the other hand, the accuracy of the CBF method based on textual information is relatively consistent.
The accuracy of our method is consistent similar to the CBF method, but higher in entire range, which is benefited from the effective combination of numerical ratings and textual information (comments). In addition, on the movies that the proportion of the positive ratings is from 0.5 to 0.75, our method generates the best result. This range covers the most important and challenging recommendation tasks, because more than 40% of the sampled movies are located in this group and these movies with diverse ratings will introduce more burdens to people who are looking for a movie.
C. User Studies on Interface Designing
To evaluate the system interface, we performed a user study by recruiting 30 participants (college students), who were 370 familiar with online movie web sites. The ages of participants ranged from 21 to 30 and they had diverse academic backgrounds. The objective of the study was two-fold: To assess (1) the explanability about the recommendation and (2) the helpfulness in browsing comments. Questionnaires and interviews were used to collect the user evaluation. In the questionnaire, users were asked to express their agreements with questions on a Likert scale between l(not at all) to 5(extremely). In addition to questionnaires, we conducted interviews with them and noted the underlying reasons of their responses. Before evaluating the explanability of our system, we analyzed whether our interface would precisely deliver the meaning of aspects about a movie because this is an essential feature of the proposed system.
We introduced the prototype of our system with three sample movies (each movie had more than 20,000 comments) to 30 randomly selected participants. First, we asked participants to play with our prototype system until they became familiar with it. We then asked the participants to evaluate the importance and sentiment of aspects through the interface.
Most of the participants (strongly) agreed that the meanings of aspects were represented clearly in the interface. Particularly, for the question about importance of aspects, every participant gave over 4 points (mean: 4.23, standard deviation: 0.47). In the interview, the participants agreed that bigger-sized words drew more of their attention. Thus it turned out to be an effective strategy to emphasize important terms using larger font sizes than other regular words. For the next question about sentiment of movie aspects, most participants also responded with positive answers (mean: 4.07, standard deviation: 0.83), but the score was slightly decreased because the participants had different concepts and preferences on colors. Some participants suggested that we use complement colors such as red and blue to represent different sentiments of aspects, while most participants were satisfied with the current colors: bright yellow and dark gray.
Next, we examined the explanability of our system. To compare the performance, we prepared another prototype giving an explanation as showing the distribution of ratings according to the number of similar users (See Fig. 7 ). We defmed three criteria to measure the explanability as follows. Based on these criteria, we asked participants to evaluate how well the system elaborates the reasons for recommendation. We conducted interviews with a 5-scaled multiple choices to represent the degree of agreement with each criterion. Table V shows the results of this experiment. With the questions about justification, the results show that our interface is slightly better than alternative interface. Many participants reported that the textual information in our system gives a more precise explanation than nwnerical information.
Our user study also had positive results from the questions about the usefulness of the system explanation. Most participants answered that the aspects in the screen certainly contributed to an understanding of a movie. In contrast, for the alternative interface, most participants complained that it did not offer any metadata to understand the main features of a mOVIe.
Similar results were found for the last criterion, contextual flexibility. Most of the participants answered that our system provided excellent references for them to make a smart decision. Key aspects shown here allowed them to apply their own knowledge and inference skills during the process of completing decision. On the other hand, participants answered that the alternative interface seemed to contain only numbers for rating, providing insufficient information to make their decision.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our approach has been found successful in producing more accurate recommendations than those made with traditional approaches. Users were able to understand both recommendation and content better through the informative view of the aspects, which were extracted from user comments. We expect our approach to be readily applicable to recommending other entertainment contents such as books and 371 music. Future research needs to examine this possibility. 
